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Today’s Agenda

● COVID-19 Academic Impact Analysis
● Recommendations for Next Steps
● Instructional Mode Data
● SAT Transition and Assessment Updates
● Learning Lab
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● Indiana’s students experienced significant, widespread impacts to 
academic performance and learning outcomes.

● Recovery efforts call for a multi-year strategy that requires state-
level, school-level, and community-level collaboration and 
engagement.

Main points
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ILEARN Results: Statewide overall Pass Rates
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ILEARN Results: Statewide ethnicity Pass Rates
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Ilearn Results: Statewide ell status Pass Rates
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How Much: To what extent were students impacted academically by the pandemic?
● The academic impacts of the pandemic were substantial, ranging from moderate to 

significant.
● 2021 WIDA-ACCESS data confirms significant academic impact for most English 

language learners.
● In the isolated contexts where minor to no impacts were observed, questions about 

the efficacy of education pre-pandemic are a concern.

Summary of findings: three major takeaways
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What: In which content areas were students academically impacted?
● Mathematics: Indiana students in elementary and middle school experienced 

significant academic impacts (ILEARN).
● English/Language Arts: Indiana students in elementary and middle school 

experienced moderate to significant academic impacts (ILEARN).
● English Language Proficiency: English language learners in elementary and middle 

school experienced significant academic impacts (WIDA ACCESS 2.0).
● Other Subject Areas: Likely that similar academic impacts extend to other content 

areas.

Summary of findings: three major takeaways
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Who: Which demographic/academic student groups experienced academic impact? 
● Grades 3 to 8: Academic impacts were of comparable size within content area—likely that 

similar academic impacts extend across all K-12 grades.
● Demographic student groups: Experienced comparable impact by grade and content area.
● Academic student groups: Experienced different amounts of academic impact; English 

language learners experienced different amounts of impact depending upon grade level.
● Corporations and schools: Impacts were highly variable, with most corporations and 

schools experiencing significant academic impacts. 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS: THREE MAJOR TAKEAWAYS
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Academic Impact Categories & Associated Recovery Time

SIGNIFICANT: recovery time exceeds one school year; requires supplemental
academic support

• MODERATE: recovery time of up to one school year; likely requires supplemental 
academic support

• MINOR/NO: recovery time is minimal with minor deviations from historical 
performance

Academic impact and Recovery time
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Grade
Academic Impact

ELA Mathematics

3 Moderate-Significant Significant

4 Moderate-Significant Significant

5 Moderate-Significant Significant

6 Moderate-Significant Significant

7 Moderate-Significant Significant

8 Moderate-Significant Significant

Ilearn academic impact: GRADE LEVEL

Significant: recovery time > 1 year

Moderate: recovery time ≤ 1 year

Minor/No: minimal recovery time
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Ethnicity
Academic Impact

ELA Mathematics

American Indian Moderate-Significant Significant

Asian Significant Significant

Black Significant Significant

Hispanic Significant Significant

Multiracial Moderate-Significant Significant

Native Hawaiian or PI Moderate-Significant Significant

White Moderate-Significant Significant

Significant: recovery time > 1 year

Moderate: recovery time ≤ 1 year

Minor/No: minimal recovery time

Ilearn academic impact: ethnicity
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Special Education Status
Academic Impact

ELA Mathematics

General Education Moderate-Significant Significant

Special Education Moderate-Significant Moderate

Ilearn academic impact: sPECIAL EDUCATION 
status

Significant: recovery time > 1 year

Moderate: recovery time ≤ 1 year

Minor/No: minimal recovery time
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English Learner Status
Academic Impact

ELA Mathematics

English Learner Significant Significant

Non-English Learner Moderate-Significant Significant

Significant: recovery time > 1 year

Moderate: recovery time ≤ 1 year

Minor/No: minimal recovery time

Ilearn academic impact: ELL status
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WIDA ACCESS academic impact RESULTS

Grade
Academic Impact

Composite

1 Significant

2 Significant

3 Significant

4 Significant

Significant: recovery time > 1 year
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WIDA ACCESS academic impact RESULTS

Grade
Academic Impact

Composite

5 Moderate

6 Moderate-Significant

7 Moderate

8 Moderate

Significant: recovery time > 1 year

Moderate: recovery time ≤ 1 year
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WIDA ACCESS academic impact RESULTS

Grade
Academic Impact

Composite

9 Minor/No

10 Minor/No

11 Minor/No

12 Minor/No

Minor/No: minimal recovery time
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Type 1:  Issues due to the pandemic
● Academic impact in mathematics is consistently significant and across all grades.
● Academic impact in ELA, though not as severe as math, is considerable across all 

grades.
● Likely that similar academic impacts extend across all K-12 grades and to other 

content areas.
● Rates of learning required for recovery are unprecedented at the scale required to 

return to where students or groups of students would be under normal learning 
conditions.

SPECIFIC AREAS OF CONCERN
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Type 2:  Issues existing prior to the pandemic
● There are some large groups of students demonstrating little to no academic impact.

○ English language learners: high school WIDA-ACCESS growth shows no decline during the 
pandemic

○ Lowest achievers: showed very little decline during the pandemic, specifically in certain 
grades and content areas

SPECIFIC AREAS OF CONCERN
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Instructional 
Mode Data
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SUMMARY OF INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

● In-person was the predominant mode of instruction. 

● In-person instruction was, on average, the uniformly best mode of 
instruction for students, consistently leading to less academic 
impact than hybrid and virtual. 

● Growth rates associated with virtual/remote instruction were very 
poor, especially in mathematics. 

● Racially and ethnically diverse students were much more likely to 
receive virtual/remote instruction than white students.  
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SUMMARY OF SCHOOL RESULTS

● The majority of schools in Indiana conducted in-person instruction.
o Nearly 50% of schools had greater than 90% of students in person all year. 
o Nearly 80% of schools had greater than 60% of students in person all year.

● Conversely, there was a small minority of schools in Indiana who were 
mostly virtual.
o About 5% of schools had greater than 50% of students whose mode of instruction 

was virtual.
● The 5% of schools with greater than 50% of students learning 

virtually tended to be larger schools serving lower-achieving students.
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Student Participation by Mode of Instruction

Mode of 
Instruction

ILEARN PARTICIPATION

Count Percentage of Tested with 
Known Mode of Instruction

Percentage of Tested

In-Person 325,608 78.2% 66.8%

Remote 65,619 15.8% 13.5%

Hybrid 20,828 5.0% 4.3%

Virtual School 4,078 0.9% 0.8%

Missing Information 70,948 n/a 14.6%
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Pathways & 
Transitions: 
Current Status
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K-12 Post-Secondary Employer

Local Government Support 

PAST

For our students...we must work together.
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Our K-12 system provides a unique opportunity to improve the lifelong trajectory 
of all students in terms of on-time completion, accessible opportunities, 
and quality post-secondary credentials.
This involves:
• Bridging college and careers = Seamless student pathways 

▸ Access to intentional dual credit, AP, dual enrollment
▸ Quality Work-Based Learning opportunities

• Backwards design of learning 
▸ Elementary & Middle - Explore & Engage
▸ High School - Experience

Creating smooth Pathways & Transitions
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INDIANA’S COLLEGE CORE 
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COLLEGE CORE: Race & Ethnicity

Indiana College Core Earners 
Compared to All Indiana High School 

Graduates, by Race & Ethnicity 
(2018 Cohort)

Non-white students represent 27% 
of high school graduates but only 

15% of College Core Earners

* Data from Indiana Commission for Higher Education
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WHY THIS MATTERS

● Significant cost savings for students and families
● Close racial learning & educational attainment gaps 
● Increased career relevance  
● Enhanced economic mobility
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State Support 
for Local 
Response
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Comprehensive, 
Multi-Year 
Response

Intervention 
Strategies & Support

Funding Availability & 
Targeted Use

Understanding Data & 
Academic Impact

RESPONSE & ACTION PLAN
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Success requires cooperation amongst multiple stakeholders
● Schools
● Communities
● Families
● State government
● Others

Today’s focus = state government response

COLLABORATIVE ACTION
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● Conducted analysis of academic impact with National Center of Assessment (May - July)
● Gained access to formative assessment data through data share agreements (May - present)
● Learning Impact Study presented publicly (July)
● Learning Instructional Mode Study presented publicly (August)
● Released Indiana Performance and Academic Impact Data Guide (August)
● Released National Center For Assessment - Indiana Executive Summary (August)
● Progress monitoring of data (ongoing)

Understanding data and Academic impact
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SCHOOLS can’t do it alone 

To achieve the best results for students, we must empower local leaders, educators, families and community 
partners. By “activating” communities to develop strategic interventions and accelerate learning, locally-developed 
and locally-driven solutions will help ensure each and every student obtains the knowledge and skills they need to 

thrive in a prosperous state economy and enjoy lifelong success.

Community OrganizationsEducators Families
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Understanding the Data
● Revisit upcoming lesson designs based on student data points

to reflect current level of understanding
● One size will not fit all

Intervening with Strategic Support
● Additional staff resources to allow small group instruction
● Leverage community resources and talent

SCHOOL RESPONSE: INTERVENTION STRATEGIES & SUPPORT
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Acting to Meet Students at Their Current Level
● Scaffold lesson designs to meet students with their 

understanding and build to grade level content.
● Review formalized educational plans to drive forward 

progress to goals.

Recognizing That One Size Does Not Fit All
● Collaborate with additional educational resources to tailor 

instruction for individual or small groups, in particular those 
with specific learning needs.

SCHOOL RESPONSE: INTERVENTION STRATEGIES & SUPPORT
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Innovating to Strategically Accelerate Learning
● Integrate bold, intentional and sustained efforts.

Leveraging Every Minute & Keeping the Focus on 
Student Learning
● Be intentional with, and consider ways to expand, learning time.
● Devote uninterrupted blocks of time to literacy and math. 

SCHOOL RESPONSE: INTERVENTION STRATEGIES & SUPPORT
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Innovating to Strategically Accelerate Learning
● Integrate bold, intentional and sustained efforts.

Leveraging Every Minute & Keeping the Focus on 
Student Learning
● Be intentional with, and consider ways to expand, learning time.
● Devote uninterrupted blocks of time to literacy and math. 

SCHOOL RESPONSE: INTERVENTION STRATEGIES & SUPPORT
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Providing Intentional & Focused Instruction
● Focus on grade-level instruction with remediation as needed

for individual students.
● Ensure understanding of fundamental, essential previous 

grade-level standards.

SCHOOL RESPONSE: INTERVENTION STRATEGIES & SUPPORT
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Understanding Data and Academic Impact
● Release data analysis protocol at student, student group and school level (end of July)
● Conduct analysis of academic impact and publish actionable guidance (ongoing)

Intervention Strategies and Support
● Promote innovative school models that differentiate within the system (ongoing)
● Highlight systemic approaches to multi-year recovery planning throughout the state 

(ongoing)

STATE RESPONSE
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Funding Availability & Targeted Use
● Capitalize on significant emergency federal funding, as well as new state education 

dollars, to help accelerate learning
● Strategic Planning Consortia (ongoing)
● Strategically align COVID-19 recovery programs to Academic Impact Study (ongoing)
● Embed academic impact considerations into all COVID-19 response programs 

(ongoing)
● Enhance federal grants services by incorporating analysis of student achievement 

(Spring 2022)

STATE RESPONSE
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Understanding Data and Academic Impact
● Partner with school corporations to prioritize student groups and academic priorities
● Develop resources for parents and families to understand local academic priorities

Intervention Strategies and Support
● Adapt existing programs and infrastructure to serve local academic priorities
● Partner with school corporations to align curriculum, instructional strategies, and 

supports

COMMUNITY RESPONSE
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Funding Availability & Targeted Use
● Engage with school corporation to inform strategic use of COVID relief funds
● Consider repurposing existing non-profit, foundation, and private funding to serve a 

comprehensive, multi-year recovery plan

We must come together for our students!

COMMUNITY RESPONSE
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Transition to 
the SAT
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Math and ELA
● Essay will not be included

Administration
● Weekday at school
● One day of testing
● Administered Digitally

Primary Testing Dates: March 2 - 4, 2022
● Accommodated Dates:  March 2 - 15, Non-Standard Administration Report (NAR), students 

who test over multiple dates
● Make-Up Testing Dates: April 13 - 20, 2022 (not available Monday April 18)

SAT Administration
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● Registration process is different from PSAT
● CTCs have designated STCs to receive communications
● IDOE provides College Board a pre-ID file of student enrollment information
● Schools populate accommodations in College Board’s Services for Students with 

Disabilities (SSD) Online and TIDE Systems
● College Board utilizes a secure browser for testing, CAI platform 

SAT Administration
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2021-2022 Indiana High School Statewide Testing
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Accountability vs. Graduation Requirements
● SAT results can be used for graduation pathway, but not required
● No retests

SAT Accountability Assessment

ISTEP+
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Resources-SAT/IAS Priorities

SAT/IAS ELA Priorities

SAT/IAS Math Priorities

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j8YqUjf-IqCV_FV5qz7yhW8OfwDNCOk5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W12fhmRTnEH_GyVxk5HDyPnKDIfbTJLh/view?usp=sharing
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Resources-Be Data Driven

Be Data-Driven As You 
Prepare for the Indiana SAT!

https://content.govdelivery.com/attachments/INDOE/2021/07/29/file_attachments/1892126/Data-Driven%20Indiana%20SAT_for%20SAMS.pdf
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Resources-Workshops
SAT Suite Overview 
● September 23, 24, 27, 28, 29, 30
● October 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

SAT Implementation & Accommodations Training 
● October 19, 20, 21, 22
● November 2, 3, 9, 10, 16, 17, 18

Other
● Test Administration Training
● Interpreting SAT Data & Reports
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Resources-IDOE Website

IDOE Website, High School Assessments

https://www.in.gov/doe/students/assessment/high-school-assessment/
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Contacts
College Board:
● Collegeboard.com
● IndianaTesting@collegeboard.com

IDOE:
● IN.gov/doe/students/assessment
● INassessments@doe.in.gov
● (317) 234-2881

Andrew Jones, Senior Assessment Specialist-High School:
● ajones3@doe.in.gov

mailto:IndianaTesting@collegeboard.com
mailto:INassessments@doe.in.gov


Thank you!
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